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We introduce a mechanism in which coupling between fluctuating spin magnetic dipole moments
and polar optical phonons leads to a non-zero ferroic ordering of quasi-static magnetoelectric multi-
poles. Using first-principles calculations within the LSDA+U method of density functional theory,
we calculate the magnitude of the effect for the prototypical cuprate superconductor, HgBa2CuO4.
We show that our proposed mechanism is consistent, to our knowledge, with all experimental data
for the onset of the pseudo-gap phase and therefore propose the quasi-static magnetoelectric multi-
pole as a possible pseudo-gap order parameter. Finally, we show that our mechanism embraces some
key aspects of previous theoretical models, in particular the description of the pseudo-gap phase in
terms of orbital currents.
PACS numbers:
I. INTRODUCTION
The partial persistence of the superconducting gap
above the superconducting transition temperature in the
under-doped high-Tc cuprate superconductors has long
been acknowledged to be key in understanding the nature
of pairing in the superconducting state [1]. Following the
first observation of its signature in the spin-lattice relax-
ation rate in nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) experi-
ments [2], it has been unclear for many years whether this
so-called pseudo-gap region forms a distinct phase, with
a line of phase transitions into the neighboring strange-
metal phase, or whether doping instead causes a con-
tinuous increase in the Fermi surface and a correspond-
ing gradual crossover to strange metallicity. Indeed, the
usual signatures of a phase transition such as changes
in known symmetries or singularities in susceptibilities,
remain elusive. The importance of the distinction – the
phase transition scenario naturally supports the proposed
existence of a zero-kelvin quantum critical point within
the superconducting dome – has motivated intensive and
ongoing research.
A variety of often technically challenging experiments,
including spin-polarized elastic neutron diffraction [3],
ultra-sound measurements [4], nuclear magnetic (NMR)
and quadrupolar (NQR) resonance [5, 6] and muon spin
resonance (µSR) [7] now point to the existence of a phase
transition, and the focus of attention has shifted to deter-
mining the nature of the “hidden” order parameter. The
experimental situation regarding the identity of the or-
der parameter is unconverged, with different experiments
giving apparently conflicting results, at least when they
are interpreted in terms of an ordering that involves mag-
netic dipole moments. The key findings are as follows:
A clear indication that the pseudo-gap ordering has a
magnetic origin comes from spin-polarized elastic neu-
∗Electronic address: michael.fechner@mat.ethz.ch
tron diffraction which finds differences between the non-
spin-flip and spin-flip channels below T ∗ in under-doped
YBa2Cu3O6+x (YBCO) [3]. For over-doped samples out-
side of the pseudo-gap regime, in contrast, the spin-flip
and non-spin-flip signals are both flat indicating zero
magnetic intensity at all temperatures. The observed
increase in the spin-flip signal when the neutron polar-
ization is parallel to the wavevector of the Q=(0,1,1)
Bragg peak indicates that the time-reversal symmetry
breaking magnetic order lies on top of the nuclear Bragg
peaks and so preserves translational symmetry, thereby
excluding likely antiferromagnetic orderings of the Cu
ions. No scattering is observed when the in-plane com-
ponent of the scattering vector is zero, however, indi-
cating, apparently inconsistently, zero net ferromagnetic
moment. An interpretation of the scattering in terms
of magnetic dipole moments requires that any possible
magnetic dipole moments be canted at 45 ◦ to the Cu-O
plane, with a magnitude of ∼0.1µB . Some ARPES mea-
surements also point to time-reversal symmetry break-
ing, with measurements on Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8−δ (Bi-2212),
for example, yielding different photocurrents for left- and
right-circularly polarized photons below the pseudo-gap
onset temperature in the under-doped regime [8]. The
interpretation of this result as further evidence of time-
reversal symmetry breaking remains hotly disputed how-
ever (see for example Refs. 9–11).
Apparently inconsistent with the absence of ferromag-
netism indicated by the neutron data is the observation
of a signal below T ∗ in magneto-optic Kerr effect mea-
surements on YBCO [12]. While such a Kerr signal pro-
vides additional confirmation of time-reversal symmetry
breaking, it is usually indicative of ferromagnetic order-
ing which the neutron measurements exclude. The sig-
nal strength, ∼1µ rad, is about four orders of magni-
tude smaller than the response in a typical ferromagnetic
transition metal oxide. In addition, it shows an unusual
temperature dependence, which implies that the source
of the Kerr rotation is not the primary order parameter
for the phase transition. Intriguingly, field-training data
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2suggest that time-reversal symmetry is already broken
above T ∗ by an order parameter that interacts with that
of the pseudo-gap phase, even though the Kerr rotation
is below the detection limit in that temperature range.
Results from µSR spectroscopy, which is sensitive to
local magnetic fields at the site of muon implantation in
a sample, are also contradictory. Early µSR experiments
on YBCO [7], and subsequent work on La2−xSrxCuO
(LSCO) [13] gave upper bounds on internal static mag-
netic fields of 0.01 mT and 0.02 mT respectively; these
are three orders of magnitude smaller than the fields that
should be present if the spin-polarized neutron scatter-
ing were caused by a magnetic dipolar ordering. It was
pointed out, however, that any order fluctuating with a
timescale faster than 10−6 s would be averaged to zero in
a µSR experiment [13]. Later experiments on YBCO
[14] even suggested an impurity phase origin for the
weak magnetic signal. The small internal magnetic fields
obtained in the muon measurements are supported by
NMR [15] and NQR [5] studies on under-doped YBCO,
which place upper limits of 0.15 mT and 0.07 mT on the
static local magnetic fields at the Y and Ba sites respec-
tively, and of 0.7 mT at both sites for rapidly (faster than
10−11s) fluctuating fields.
An important theoretical description of the pseudo-gap
phase, which is both conceptually appealing and consis-
tent with many of the experimental observations, is the
so-called orbital-current model [16]. In this model, op-
positely oriented electron-current loops flow identically
within each unit cell producing intra-unit cell antifer-
romagnetically aligned magnetic moments. The current
loops introduce magnetic moments that can be arbitrar-
ily small depending on the magnitudes of the currents,
and the ordering breaks time-reversal symmetry while
retaining translational invariance. In its existing form,
however, the model is seemingly inconsistent with the
NMR, NQR and µSR results [5, 14, 15], and a micro-
scopic origin of the behavior is not obvious.
A recent theoretical analysis demonstrating that neu-
trons are deflected by magnetoelectric multipoles [17] led
to the intriguing suggestion that a ferroic ordering of
magnetic quadrupoles on the Cu ions in YBCO could
have a symmetry consistent with that inferred from the
neutron scattering measurements [18]. The magnetoelec-
tric multipoles, of which the magnetic quadrupoles are
one type, form the second-order term in the multipole
expansion of the interaction energy of the magnetiza-
tion density with a magnetic field [19] (the magnetic
dipole forms the first-order term) and so break time-
reversal symmetry without carrying a magnetic dipole
moment. Ref. 18 discounted evidence from neutron scat-
tering, specifically the observed structure factor of the
L=0 Bragg peak, which requires canted moments when
interpreted in terms of magnetic dipole moments [20]. As
a result their proposed ordering of z2 quadrupoles, which
leads to a Cm′m′m′ space group, is inconsistent with ex-
periment. The concept remains relevant, however, for the
lower C2/m′ symmetry that captures all of the neutron
data. Such a “ferromagnetoelectric” order parameter is
also supported by a symmetry analysis motivated by the
Kerr effect results [21], which identified magnetic point
group symmetries – 2/m′, m′m′m′, 2m′m′ – that could
generate polarization rotation without a net ferromag-
netism via the magnetoelectric effect. How to achieve
such a ferromagnetoelectric order microscopically, how-
ever, in the absence of an additional magnetic dipolar
order is far from obvious.
Here we use first-principles calculations based on den-
sity functional theory to demonstrate the existence and
calculate the magnitudes of magnetoelectric multipoles in
the prototypical cuprate superconductor HgBa2CuO4+δ.
We show that all existing experimental reports of the
pseudo-gap phase are consistent, to our knowledge, with
its order parameter being the ferroic ordering of such
magnetoelectric multipoles. We provide a mechanism for
the ordering of the magnetoelectric multipoles in the ab-
sence of magnetic dipolar ordering that is mediated by
coupling between fluctuating spin dipole moments and
optical phonons. We show that our analysis embraces
many aspects of, and provides a microscopic justification
for, the theoretical models of Refs. 16 and 18 while also
accounting for the experimental observations that they
do not capture. Finally, we present proposals for experi-
ments that could directly verify or disprove our proposed
mechanism.
II. MERCURY BARIUM COPPER OXIDE
We choose as the subject of our study the model high-
Tc cuprate HgBa2CuO4 (Hg-1201) [22], which shows the
usual cuprate phase diagram, with its characteristic su-
perconducting dome [23] as a function of hole doping.
It has a simple tetragonal P4/mmm crystal structure
(Fig. 2 (a)) which, importantly for our study, contains
a single Cu-O plane per unit cell, minimizing the possi-
ble magnetic ordering combinations that preserve trans-
lational symmetry. In particular, since it contains only
one Cu ion per unit cell, any antiferromagnetic ordering
of magnetic moments on the Cu ions is excluded. The
ideal parent compound, with its +2 oxidation state for
Cu, has to our knowledge not been achieved, since there
is always a non-zero amount of hole doping through in-
corporation of interstitial oxygen. The oxygen intersti-
tial site is in the Hg plane, equidistant from the Hg ions,
and so doping does not introduce disorder into the Cu-
O planes responsible for the superconductivity [24]. A
range of hole concentrations from δ = 0.05 − 0.25 (in
units of number of holes per Cu ion) has been reported,
with a Tc of 97 K at optimal doping (δ = 0.15).
The existence and doping dependence of the pseudo-
gap phase in Hg-1201 is confirmed from thermoelectric
power measurements [23], 63Cu [25] and 17O [26] NMR,
photoemission [27] and spin-polarized neutron diffraction
[28, 29] to have the same overall behavior as in the other
cuprate superconductors. As mentioned above, the neu-
3tron data for all cuprates point to an ordering in the
pseudo-gap phase that breaks time-reversal symmetry
but not the translational symmetry of the lattice; in the
case of Hg-1201 with one Cu ion per unit cell this fact,
combined with the absence of ferromagnetism, excludes
the presence of ordered magnetic dipole moments on the
Cu ions. A recent meta-analysis of all available neutron
studies on Hg-1201 [30] concluded that the neutron data
are consistent with the Cm′m′m′ magnetic space group
which prohibits ordered magnetic dipole moments at the
Cu sites and also breaks space-inversion symmetry. Note
that experimental information for the magnetic struc-
ture factor of the L = 0 peak is not yet available, due to
the strong scattering from the nuclear L = 0 peak [31],
so it is not possible to know whether the actual mag-
netic symmetry is lowered to C2/m′ (which anyway also
breaks space-inversion symmetry and prohibits ordered
magnetic dipoles on the Cu sites) as in the YBCO case.
Also relevant for our discussion is the finding, using in-
elastic neutron scattering [29] and from interpretation of
optical scattering [32], of the onset at T ∗ of a weakly
dispersive collective spin excitation at around 40 meV.
We mention finally that charge density wave correlations
have been measured using Cu L3-edge resonant X-ray
scattering at a lower temperature than T ∗ [33] and in-
terpreted in terms the build-up of significant dynamic
antiferromagnetic correlations at T ∗.
While the detailed analysis we present here, partic-
ularly the numerical density functional theory study,
is specific to Hg-1201, we believe that our conclusions
are generally applicable to the whole family of high-Tc
cuprates.
III. MAGNETOELECTRIC MULTIPOLES IN
Hg-1201
The magnetoelectric multipoles form the second order
contributions to the multipole expansion of the energy of
a general magnetization density interacting with a gen-
eral magnetic field [19]. (The first order contribution
comes from the magnetic dipole moment, and a true mag-
netic monopole would give a zeroth order contribution).
Their operators are formed from a product of a posi-
tion operator, rˆ, and a magnetization operator, µˆ and
therefore they are only non-zero in materials that have
both broken time-reversal and space-inversion symme-
try. As a result, materials with non-zero magnetoelectric
multipoles also exhibit a linear magnetoelectric response
in which an electric field induces a proportional mag-
netization and vice versa. In most magnetoelectrics dis-
cussed to date, the source of the magnetoelectric multipo-
lar ordering is an antiferromagnetic ordering of magnetic
dipoles which breaks simultaneously both time-reversal
and space-inversion symmetry, although inversion sym-
metry can also be broken separately for example by a
polar structural distortion.
The chemical unit cell of Hg-1201 shown in Fig. 2 (a) is
clearly centrosymmetric with an inversion center at the
Cu site. In the absence of ordered magnetic moments
it is also time-reversal symmetric, so all magnetoelectric
multipoles at all atoms are zero. Here we explore sce-
narios in which non-zero magnetoelectric multipoles can
emerge from such a high temperature centrosymmetric
paramagnetic state and eventually represent a primary
order parameter for a symmetry-lowering phase transi-
tion. For conciseness, we focus particularly on the mag-
netic quadrupole which is a second-rank tensor given by
[19]
Mij =
1
2
∫ [
riµj + rjµi − 2
3
r · µ(r)δi,j
]
d3r , (1)
with energy of interaction, Eint, with a magnetic field H
determined by the field gradients according to
Eint = −Mij (∂iHj + ∂jHi)r=0 . (2)
Such a magnetic quadrupole can be generated by a pat-
tern of local magnetic dipole moments, such as that
shown in Fig. 1 (a), which might represent spin moments
on atoms within a unit cell. The pattern in Fig. 1 (a)
shows a z2 magnetic quadrupole, Mz2 , whose magnitude
is straightforwardly obtained from Eqn. (1) by summing
over the atoms and replacing µ(r) by the local moments
µ; the values per unit cell are converted to a macroscopic
“quadrupolization” by dividing by the unit cell volume
[19]. Note that the pattern of ordered dipole moments
breaks the inversion symmetry. In addition to this “unit-
cell” contribution to the total quadrupolization formed
from the separation of magnetic dipoles at the unit-cell
length scale, there is also an “atomic-site” contribution
to the total quadrupolization, also illustrated in Fig. 1
(a), which arises from the magnetization texture within
a sphere centered at individual atoms, provided that their
site symmetry is appropriate. Fig. 1 (b) shows the analo-
gous unit-cell and atomic-site contributions to the x2−y2
magnetic quadrupole, Mx2−y2 , and (c) the xz magnetic
quadrupole, Mxz. In Tab. I we list the point group sym-
metry on the Cu site caused by the occurrence of these
quadrupoles either individually or in various combina-
tions on the Cu ion. We see that both Mz2 and Mx2−y2
have m′m′m′ symmetry, and any combination of either
the z2 or x2 − y2 quadrupole with either the xz or yz
quadrupole yields 2/m′ symmetry. Symmetry analysis
of the toroidal magnetoelectric multipoles shows that a
toroidal moment oriented in the y direction, Ty, on the
Cu site has the same m′mm symmetry as Mxz and Myz,
so its combination with the z2 or x2 − y2 quadrupole
also yields the proposed 2/m′ symmetry. We illustrate
such a Ty toroidal moment in Fig. 1 (d). (Note that
the toroidal moments are sometimes called anapoles in
the literature.) The magnetoelectric monopole has the
same m′m′m′ symmetry as the z2 quadrupole and so
is always simultaneously allowed. Since magnetoelectric
monopoles have been shown to not interact with neu-
trons, however, [17] we do not discuss them here.
4FIG. 1: Pattern of local magnetic dipole moments, µ that
generate magnetoelectric multipoles. (a),(b) and (c) show the
cases of magnetic quadrupoles with Mz2 , Mx2−y2 and Mz2
symmetry, respectively. (d) pattern of local magnetic dipole
moments that generates a toroidal moment Ty.
A. Possibilities for generating magnetoelectric
multipoles from magnetic dipolar ordering
First, we analyze the possibilities within the higher
symmetry Cm′m′m′ [18] and possible lower symmetry
C2/m′ space groups of generating a magnetic quadrupole
at the Cu site in the HgBa2CuO4 unit cell through an
ordered arrangement of magnetic dipoles, noting that
the arrangement must be antiferromagnetic with no over-
all magnetization. Within the Cm′m′m′ magnetic space
group, magnetic dipole moments on atomic sites can be
non-zero only on the apical oxygen or barium atoms, and
in both cases must be aligned along the tetragonal c axis
(Fig. 2 (b)). As mentioned above, symmetry analysis (see
Tab. I) shows that the m′m′m′ point group symmetry at
the Cu site permits either an Mz2 or Mx2−y2 quadrupole
on the Cu ion but no magnetic dipole moment. We find
that Mx2−y2 quadrupoles can not be induced from com-
binations of symmetry-allowed magnetic dipole moments
if the moments are restricted to lie on the atomic sites.
Static magnetic moments on Ba and/or O aligned along
the c axis, on the other hand, do create a Mz2 quadrupole
on Cu, as illustrated in Fig. 2 (b).
We emphasize, however, that the presence of a mag-
netic moment on either oxygen or barium is unlikely, par-
ticularly in the absence of magnetic moments on Cu, due
to the closed-shell configurations of both ions in their
formal charge state. To investigate the energetics, we
performed a constrained-moment density functional cal-
culation with the oxygen magnetic moments set to the
pattern of Fig. 2 (b) and the magnitude of 0.1µB sug-
gested by the neutron data, and find an energy cost of
∼100meV per formula unit over the non-magnetic case.
We recall, in addition, that such large magnetic dipole
moments are excluded by the absence of internal mag-
netic fields indicated by NMR measurements, which in
the case of HgBa2CuO4 have an upper bound of 0.1mT
TABLE I: Magnetic quadrupole tensor elements, Mij , the
phonon mode symmetries by which they are induced, the
magnetic point groups they create if situated on the Cu ion
in Hg-1201 and the non-zero elements of the corresponding
magnetoelectric (ME) tensors. In the lower part we list equal
and unequal (χ 6= 1) superpositions of quadrupoles and the
corresponding symmetries.
Mij phonon point group ME tensor
z2, x2 − y2 A2u,B2u m′m′m′
α11 α22
α33

xz/yz Eu m
′mm
 α23
α32

z2/(x2 − y2)+
+xz/yz
A2u/B2u+Eu 2/m
′
α11 α23α22
α32 α33

xz+χ yz Eu 2
′/m
 α12α21 α23
α32

xz+χ yz+z2 Eu+ A2u −1′
α11 α12 α13α21 α22 α23
α31 α32 α33

[26].
The lower symmetry C2/m′ space group can be
reached by canting of the oxygen magnetic moments away
from the z axis occurs, as illustrated in Fig. 2 (c). The
magnetoelectric multipole illustrated on the Cu atoms in
Fig. 2 (c) is the equal linear combination of the Mz2 and
Mxz quadrupoles; other combinations as listed in Tab. I
are allowed by symmetry. The difficulties discussed above
– that creating dipole moments on O in the absence of
ordered moments on Cu is energetically expensive, and
that the absence of internal fields in the NMR data per-
mits only very small values of magnetic dipole moments
– persist for this site symmetry.
B. Magnetoelectric multipoles from orbital
currents
In the orbital current mechanism [16], the symmetry
considerations discussed above are less restrictive since
the magnetic dipole moments generated by the currents
are not required to reside on atoms. First we note that
the original proposal of currents orbiting within the Cu-
O plane (the so-called θ2 phase) [16], which would gen-
erate dipole moments parallel to the c axis, is inconsis-
tent with Cm′m′m′ or C2/m′ symmetry, which forbids
dipole moments parallel to the c-axis within the Cu-O
plane. In fact the θ2 phase can be considered to be a
combination of a Ty toroidal moment with an xz mag-
5FIG. 2: (a) Structure of HgBa2CuO4, with Cu, O,
Ba, Hg represented by blue, red, green and white spheres,
respectively. (b) Allowed dipolar magnetic order for
HgBa2CuO4within the Cm
′m′m′ magnetic space group. The
red arrows indicate the atomic-site magnetic dipole moments
which must be oriented along the z axis. This pattern re-
sults in a unit-cell Mz2 magnetic quadrupole as well as an
atomic-site quadrupole on the Cu site as shown. (c) Possible
dipolar magnetic ordering in the C2/m′ space group. The
dipole moments on the apical oxygens exhibit an additional
canting with respect to Cm′m′m′. This pattern results in a
combination of Mz2 and Mxz / Myz quadrupoles on the Cu
site.
netic quadrupole [34], which we see from Tab. Ihasm′mm
symmetry. Ref. 35 contains a comprehensive discussion
of modified orbital current models and proposes one pat-
tern (Fig. 2d of Ref. 35) that is consistent with all of the
latest neutron and Kerr effect data. This orbital current
pattern is consistent with our Fig. 2 (c) and corresponds
to a combination of Mz2 and Mxz quadrupoles. Indeed
there is a clear correspondence between magnetoelectric
multipoles and orbital currents, with the important dif-
ference that the orbital currents generate their multipo-
lar character from combinations of magnetic dipoles. We
return later to a discussion of the consequences of this
difference in microscopic origin, and in particular how it
could be used to distinguish the microscopic mechanisms
experimentally.
C. Dynamically ordered magnetoelectric
multipoles from spin-phonon coupling
Next we introduce a mechanism in which a sponta-
neous ferroic ordering of magnetic quadrupoles emerges
from a dynamically fluctuating system of paramagnetic
spin dipole moments on the Cu ions through coupling
between the spins and an optical phonon. Within our
model, the space-inversion symmetry at the Cu site is
broken due to excitation of an optical phonon which shifts
the Cu ion from the center of its oxygen coordination
plane. Since the Cu ion carries a local (albeit fluctu-
ating) magnetic dipole moment, it therefore acquires a
magnetoelectric multipole (again fluctuating) when the
space-inversion symmetry is broken. We illustrate this in
Fig. 3 for the case of the z2 magnetic quadrupole coupled
to a phonon of A2u symmetry, noting that the mechanism
is general, with different magnetoelectric multipoles cou-
pling to different optical phonons as listed in Tab. I.
For a specific direction of off-centering of the Cu ion
relative to the oxygen plane, a reversal of the magnetic
dipole moment, such as occurs through thermal fluctu-
ation, simultaneously reverses the magnetic quadrupole
(Fig. 3 (a) and (b)). Therefore, as expected, a straightfor-
ward Langevin disordered-local-moment paramagnet also
has no net ordering of its magnetic quadrupoles. Note,
however, that a reversal of the direction of displacement
of the Cu ion relative tot he oxygen ions, without a re-
versal of the magnetic dipole moment, also reverses the
local Cu quadrupole (Fig. 3 (e)). Therefore, if a coupling
between the local moment and the optical phonon exists,
such that a reversal of the local dipole moment is accom-
panied by a reversal of the Cu ionic displacement, the
net quadrupole moment is non-zero. Within this picture,
while the time averages of both the magnetic dipole mo-
ment, 〈µ〉T , and and the atomic displacements, 〈r〉T are
zero, the time-averaged expectation values of the form
〈µ · r〉T in particular that of the magnetic quadrupole,
are non-zero (Fig. 3 (c)).
The magnitude of this quasi-static quadrupole within
the unit cell is determined by the distance that the Cu
ion is displaced from its centrosymmetric position, rz,
and is given by Mz2 =
2
3rzµz, where µz is the magnitude
of the fluctuating magnetic dipole moment on the Cu
ion (∼1µB for d9 Cu). For a Cu displacement of 5 pm,
which might be expected in a thermally activated phonon
at the pseudo-gap ordering temperature, the magnitude
of the unit-cell quadrupolization is around two orders of
magnitude smaller than that of the prototypical magne-
toelectric Cr2O3. In addition, the Cu ion develops a local
on-site quadrupole due to the local asymmetry in its mag-
netization density as discussed above; we will calculate
its magnitude in the next section.
IV. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
Our electronic structure calculations are based on den-
sity functional theory within the local spin density ap-
proximation (LSDA). To account for the strong electron-
electron interactions on the Cu d orbitals, we incorporate
the widely used Hubbard U and J corrections of 8 eV and
1 eV respectively [36–39] within the LSDA+U method,
with double counting treated within the fully-localized
limit. Structural parameters, phonon frequencies and
spin-phonon coupling constants are calculated using the
Vienna ab-initio simulation package (VASP) [40] within
the projector augmented wave (PAW) method [41] using
default VASP PAW pseudopotentials with the following
6FIG. 3: (a-e) Schematics illustrating the formation of a
quasi-static magnetic quadrupole via the spin-phonon cou-
pling mechanism. The red spheres represent oxygen ions,
which form a square-planar coordination around the central
Cu ion. A polar distortion as shown in (a) generates a mag-
netic quadrupole moment on the central Cu ion because of
its magnetic dipole moment. The magnitude of the magnetic
quadrupole moment is determined by the product of the size
of the distortion and the size of the dipole moment; its sign
is determined by the direction of the distortion and the ori-
entation of the magnetic dipole moment. Therefore when the
orientation of the Cu magnetic moment changes (d) without
a change in the direction of distortion, the opposite magnetic
quadrupole moment is generated; likewise when the direction
of distortion changes (e) without a change in the magnetic
moment orientation, the magnetic quadrupole reverses. If the
spin-phonon coupling correlates the orientation of the mag-
netic dipole moment with the direction of the polar distortion
so that both change simultaneously (b) then the sign of the
magnetoelectric moment is unchanged (c).
electrons in the valence: Hg (5d106s2), Ba (5s25p66s2),
Cu (3p64s13d10) and O (2s23p4). Convergence of forces
to 0.01 meV/A˚ are obtained with a 17×17×11 k-point
mesh in combination with a cutoff energy of 600 eV.
We calculate the atomic-site magnetoelectric multi-
poles via a generalized density matrix decomposition us-
ing our recent implementation [19] within the linearized
augmented plane wave (LAPW) ELK code [42]. The
unit-cell quadrupoles are calculated according to Eqn. (1)
by summation over local moments, taken to be the
projected magnetic dipole moments in each muffin-tin
sphere. As numerical parameters for the LAPW cal-
culations we use a basis set of lmax(apw)=12, the same
k-point sampling of the Brillouin zone as in the VASP
calculations, and we take the product of the muffin-tin
radius (1.2, 1.5, 1.1 and 0.7 A˚ for Hg, Ba, Cu and O,
respectively) and the maximum reciprocal lattice vec-
tor to be 7.5. The total energy for both codes is con-
verged to within 1µeV using these settings. To introduce
hole doping we reduce the total electron count in our
self-consistent calculation by the corresponding amount,
while adding a uniform background charge to main-
tain charge neutrality, as used previously in Refs. 43–47
TABLE II: Experimental (EXP) [24] and calculated in
this work (DFT) lattice constants and atomic positions for
HgBa2CuO4. The Wykoff positions are given according to
the Cm′m′m′ magnetic space group; 4l and 4k are the only
internal degrees of freedom.
lattice constant DFT EXP
a [A˚] 3.84 3.87
c/a 2.44 2.45
atom Wykoff position DFT EXP
Hg 2a 0.00 0.00
Ba 4l 0.30 0.30
Cu 2b 0.50 0.50
O1 4f 0.50 0.50
O2 4k 0.21 0.21
to calculate various doping-dependent properties of the
HgBa2CuO4+δ family.
V. DENSITY FUNCTIONAL CALCULATIONS
OF SPIN-PHONON COUPLING AND
MAGNETOELECTRIC MULTIPOLES IN Hg-1201
We begin by calculating the structure of δ = 0.05
doped Hg-1201 without allowing for spin polarization to
obtain a paramagnetic reference state. Our resulting
structure (Tab. II) agrees well with the experimentally
reported structure (Ref. [24]) while showing the usual
LDA underestimation of the unit cell volume (3.8 % in
this case). Using our calculated structure we then com-
pute the total energies and phonon spectra, via the frozen
phonon method, for ferromagnetic and checkerboard an-
tiferromagnetic (in a
√
2×√2× 1 supercell) orderings.
The nearest-neighbor Heisenberg exchange constant,
J , is then obtained directly from the energy differ-
ence between the ferromagnetically ordered and in-
plane checkerboard antiferromagnetically ordered mag-
netic moment arrangements within the same crystal
structure, J = − 12 (EAFM−EFM). We obtain J =78 meV,
consistent with literature values [48]. Here EAFM is
the energy of the
√
2 × √2 × 1 AFM-ordered unit cell
containing two formula units, and EFM is the corre-
sponding FM energy. We take as phonon frequencies
ωi =
√
ω2FMi
+ω2AFMi
2 , where ωAFMi and ωFMi are the fre-
quencies of mode i for the AFM and FM magnetic or-
derings respectively. In Tab. III we compare our cal-
culated phonon frequencies with available experimental
data [49, 50] and obtain excellent agreement, with the
largest deviation from experiment being only 6 %.
The lowest order spin-phonon coupling between a polar
phonon and a parity-even spin arrangement is quadratic
in both spin and phonon amplitude, therefore we extract
7TABLE III: Comparison of experimental (EXP) and calcu-
lated in this work (DFT) phonon frequencies at the zone cen-
ter (q = 0) of Hg-1201. The values marked with a star (∗)
were obtained from a shell model calculation and an interpo-
lation to the zone center.
mode frequency, ω [meV]
symmetry DFT EXP[50] EXP[49]
Eu 7.7 7.24
∗
Eg 9.3 9.43
A2u 10.3
Eu 19.0 19.9
∗
A2u 19.4
A1g 20.2 20.1
∗ 20.0
Eg 21.2 20.5
Eu 28.9 29.5
∗
B2u 32.0
Eu 42.3 45.4
∗
A2u 46.3
Eu 68.5 71.8
∗
A1g 70.8 72.3
∗ 73.4
A2u 76.1
the spin-phonon coupling constants as
gi =
ω2FMi − ω2AFMi
4 S2l
, (3)
where Sl is the size of the local spin dipole moment.
We find that, of the nine non-translational polar modes,
only seven have a sizable frequency difference between
the FM and AFM orderings, and hence a considerable
spin-phonon coupling. All of these strongly spin-phonon
coupled modes, which we show in Fig. 4 (note that two
are two-fold degenerate) correspond to relative displace-
ments of the Cu cation and its coordinating oxygen an-
ions. The frequencies of these modes span the range
from 20-70 meV and we list the corresponding couplings
in Tab. IV. (In the following we use as labels for each
phonon mode its irreducible representation followed in
brackets by its frequency in meV.)
Freezing in the displacement patterns of each of these
polar modes using FM magnetic ordering induces an
atomic-site magnetic quadrupole on the Cu site of sym-
metry determined by the symmetry of the phonon: Mz2
for the A2u modes, Mx2−y2 for the B2u mode, and Mxz
or Myz for the Eu modes, where for the latter case the
orientation of the doubly degenerate mode determines
the symmetry of the quadrupole. In Fig. 4 we show our
calculated magnitudes for the Cu atomic-site magnetic
quadrupoles, obtained from decomposition of the density
matrix [19], as a function of the amplitude of the phonon
eigenvector for all five independent modes. We see that
the response is linear in each case, with the Eu(68) and
A2u(46) modes exhibiting the largest slope. To be able
to compare the induced moments we list the atomic-site
magnetic quadrupole moments, mij , at one quarter am-
plitude of the normalized eigenvector (Q = 0.25) for each
mode in Tab. IV. While the amplitude of the phonon ex-
citations depends on both the frequency and the temper-
ature, a quarter amplitude corresponds approximately to
the average of their thermally excited displacements at
200 K and represents a maximum relative copper-oxygen
displacement of 6pm. Note that the quadrupolar moment
in the undistorted structure is zero by symmetry.
Next, we calculate the induced unit-cell magnetic
quadrupole, Mij , for each mode using Eqn. (1), where
the integral is replaced by the sum over the local dipole
moments µ on the Cu ions and the positions of the lo-
cal dipole moments are set by the mode pattern of each
phonon mode. Note that the symmetries of the allowed
induced unit-cell quadrupoles are the same as those of the
atomic-site quadrupoles for the corresponding mode. As
before, the magnitude of the induced quadrupole is linear
in the amplitude of the mode; in Tab. IV we list the Mij
values again for Q = 0.25. We find the strongest unit-
cell quadrupolar responses from the A2u(46) and A2u(19)
modes, both of which exhibit a significant amount of Cu
movement (see Fig. 3 (a)). In contrast, the asymmetric
mode pattern of B2u(32) induces no unit-cell magnetic
quadrupole on symmetry grounds.
The total quadrupole moment per unit cell induced
by a specific mode is the sum of atomic-site and unit-
cell contributions. We find for most modes that the lat-
ter contribution is dominant and at least one order of
magnitude larger than the atomic-site quadrupole. Con-
sequently, the A2u(46) and A2u(19) modes induce the
largest magnetic quadrupoles in Hg-1201. Our quantita-
tive analysis confirms our earlier estimate that the size
of these magnetic quadrupoles for typical thermally ac-
tivated mode amplitudes is approximately two orders of
magnitude smaller than that of Cr2O3.
Comparison of the magnitudes of the spin-phonon cou-
pling and the induced magnetic quadrupoles shows that
the strongest spin-phonon coupling does not necessar-
ily result in the largest magnetic quadrupoles; specif-
ically the strongest spin-phonon coupling is found for
the Eu(42) mode, whereas the Eu(68) mode induces
the strongest atomic-site and the A2u(19) mode the
strongest unit-cell magnetoelectric quadrupolar moment.
The spin-phonon coupling is determined by the change
in magnetic exchange interaction on changing bond an-
gles and lengths, whereas the source of the induced unit-
cell quadrupolar moment is the generated asymmetry in
magnetization at the Cu site. The exchange interactions
are dominated in turn by the Cu-O-Cu bond angle, which
changes by 8.2 ◦ per mode amplitude for Eu(42) and only
2.8 ◦ for A2u(19). In contrast the spin asymmetry also de-
pends on the shift of the Cu ion away from its centrosym-
metric position; this is 0.10 pm per mode amplitude for
A2u(19) and only 0.04 pm for Eu(42).
8TABLE IV: Phonon frequencies, spin-phonon coupling con-
stants, magnetic quadrupole symmetry and atomic-site, mij ,
and unit-cell, Mij , magnetic quadrupole values for quarter
amplitudes (Q = 0.25) of selected polar modes in Hg-1201.
mode ω g quadrupole mij Mij
symmetry [meV] [meV] symmetry
[
10−3 µB
A˚2
] [
10−3 µB
A˚2
]
A2u 19.4 -0.8 z
2 0.01 0.70
B2u 32.0 -8.1 x
2 − y2 0.01 0
Eu 42.3 -14.7 xz/yz 0.01 0.10
A2u 46.3 -5.7 z
2 0.02 0.41
Eu 68.5 -7.0 xz/yz 0.03 0.00
VI. SPIN-PHONON COUPLING AND
DYNAMICAL FERRO-ORDERING OF THE
MAGNETOELECTRIC MULTIPOLES
Finally, we present a simple “toy model” simulation
of the time evolution of our coupled spin-phonon sys-
tem to illustrate that, while the spin fluctuations yield
an average magnetization of zero, and the phonon vibra-
tions yield an average lattice displacement of zero, the
coupling between the two yields a non-zero average mag-
netoelectric multipole. We use the following Hamiltonian
to describe the coupling between the polar phonon modes
and the spin-lattice:
Hˆ = J
∑
〈nn〉
Sl ·Sm+
∑
i
ω2i
2
Q2i +
∑
〈nn〉,i
giQ
2
iSl ·Sm . (4)
Here
∑
〈nn〉 and
∑
i indicate summation over nearest-
neighbor spins and phonon modes, respectively. The
first term is the usual Heisenberg spin Hamiltonian in
which localized spins Sl interact via exchange interaction
J , and the second term is the usual harmonic oscillator,
with Qi giving the amplitude of the (in this case polar)
ith phonon mode of frequency ωi. The last term de-
scribes the lowest order spin-phonon coupling between
polar modes and parity-even spin arrangements, with
coupling constant gi. We use the values of the magnetic
exchange constant J , phonon frequencies ωi and spin-
phonon coupling constants gi calculated in the previous
section using density functional theory for the composi-
tion HgBa2CuO4.05 (δ = 0.05). Note that coupling to
the phonon modulates the exchange interaction between
the spins creating an effective time-dependent magnetic
exchange constant Jeff = J + gi Qi(t)
2. Likewise, cou-
pling to the spin system modulates the phonon frequency,
giving weff,i = 2
√
w2i /2 + gi
∑
Sl · Sm.
The spin-phonon coupling contributes a force on the
atoms, through F = −dHˆ/dQ = (ω2 + g∑
〈n〉
Sl · Sm)Q.
We treat this spin-phonon term as a driving force on the
oscillator and solve the classical equation of motion
Q′′(t) + 2γQ′(t) + ω20Q = 2g Q Slm(t) , (5)
FIG. 4: (a) Schematics of CuO modes with the strongest spin-
phonon coupling. The labels above the pictures represent the
mode symmetry and frequency in meV. (b) Variation of the
local quadrupolar moments mij as a function of phonon mode
amplitudes for all modes shown schematically in (a).
FIG. 5: (a) Phonon Q(t) for the mode A2u(46) (blue) and spin
Slm(t) (orange) amplitude as a function of time. (b) Expec-
tation value of the quadrupole moment Mz2(t) as a function
of time. The red dotted line shows the time average.
where Slm(t) =
∑
〈nn〉 Sl(t) ·Sm(t) is the time-dependent
exchange sum and we include a Stokes friction term, γ,
to account for the finite lifetimes of oscillator modes.
In Fig. 5 (a) and (b) we show our calculated time de-
pendences of the atomic displacements, spin expectation
value and magnetic quadrupole moment respectively, ob-
tained by solving Eqn. (5) [51]. Our calculations were
performed for parameters of the A2u(46) mode, and with
9the spin term taken to be Slm ∝ sgn[sin(ωt)], with the
sgn function quantizing the spin fluctuations to adopt
values Sl = ±1/2. The spin-fluctuation frequency, ω, was
set to ω0 =46 meV, the eigenfrequency of the A2u mode.
We see that, as expected, the time-averaged expecta-
tion values of both the mode amplitude and the spin ex-
pectation values, 〈Q〉T and 〈Slm(t)〉T , are zero, however
the expectation value of the magnetoelectric multipole,
〈Q · Slm(t)〉T is non-zero. Consequently, a quasi-static
magnetoelectric multipolar order arises from the spin-
phonon coupling even in the absence of static magnetic
and electric dipolar order. When we shift the frequency
of the spin flucutations away from ω0, the maximum and
average magnetic quadrupolar amplitudes decrease as the
driving term frequency becomes non-resonant with the
mode.
VII. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTS
Next we compare the behavior of our proposed quasi-
static magnetoelectric quadrupolar order in Hg-1201
with experimental measurements of the behavior of the
pseudo-gap phase. First, we note that that any of the
A2u or B2u modes, which induce Mz2 or Mx2−y2 mag-
netic quadrupoles respectively, result in the m′m′m′ Cu
point group symmetry that is consistent with existing
neutron diffraction measurements. Of these, the A2u(46)
is compatible with the observed Ising-like excitation [29],
and combines strong spin-phonon coupling with a sizable
quadrupolar response, therefore we restrict any mode-
specific discussion to the A2u(46) mode for conciseness.
We note, however, that the model is more generally ap-
plicable, and for example the possible lower symmetry
2/m′ symmetry can be reached from a combination of
the A2u or B2u modes, and the Eu modes, which induce
Mxz or Myz quadrupoles and a Ty toroidal moment. We
note also that most high-Tc cuprates show similar po-
lar phonons within the copper-oxygen plane at similar
frequencies, and so we do not limit our comparison to
experimental data for Hg-1201.
We begin with a discussion of the Kerr effect data.
Ref. 21 showed that a Kerr rotation should be induced
by a magnetoelectric material with either the m′m′m′ or
2/m′ magnetic point group symmetries that form the ba-
sis of our model. The mechanism for the Kerr rotation
rests on the diagonal linear magnetoelectric response, as
illustrated by the cartoon in Fig. 6. The strength of
the Kerr rotation is determined in part by the strength
of the magnetoelectric coupling, for which the magnetic
quadrupole provides the measure in our model. There-
fore we anticipate a Kerr rotation that is around two or-
ders of magnitude smaller than that of Cr2O3, which is
indeed the case [12, 52]. Our quasi-static magnetoelectric
multipole model is therefore consistent both qualitatively
and quantitatively with the observed Kerr rotation in the
pseudo-gap phase.
Next we discuss the local probe NMR and µSR mea-
FIG. 6: Mechanism for the Kerr effect from a diagonal mag-
netoelectric material. The electromagnetic wave induces a
magnetization parallel to its electrical component through the
magnetoelectric effect. The net magnetization, and hence the
plane of polarization of the light, therefore rotates relative to
that of the incoming wave.
surements. Both methods have been used extensively to
search for static magnetic dipole moments in cuprates,
motivated in large part by an attempt to verify the
orbital-currents model. Neither method, applied to any
of the cuprates, have succeeded in finding internal mag-
netic fields corresponding to a static dipolar ordering,
giving vanishingly small upper bounds on the possible
static dipole moments [5, 13, 15]. Here we calculate
the internal fields, from point quadrupolar calculations,
generated by the ferroic ordering of the local, atomic-
site magnetic quadrupoles. We find that the local Mz2
quadrupole on Cu which is induced by quarter displace-
ment of the A2u(46) mode generates a magnetic field of
only 0.03 mT at its neighboring oxygen sites. This field
strength is below the static detection limit of NMR and
so is consistent with the absence of a signal in these mea-
surements. We note also that fluctuating dipolar mo-
ments at frequencies above 0.04 GHz (µSR) or 100 GHz
(NMR), could not be excluded from the resonance exper-
iments. In our mechanism the spin oscillates at frequen-
cies close to the eigenfrequency of the A2u(46) phonon
mode, which is in the THz range and thus significantly
above the detection limit of the resonance measurements.
While the compatibility of the symmetry of ferroic or-
dering of Cu Mz2 magnetic quadrupoles with neutron
measurements has already been proposed [18, 30], here
we show that such magnetoelectric multipoles also re-
solve the paradox between the values of local magnetic
dipole moments inferred from interpreting the neutron
data in terms of magnetic dipole scattering, and the much
smaller values measured from the local probe NMR and
µSR methods. Detailed analysis of the neutron scatter-
ing data for YBCO showed that the signal could be in-
terpreted in terms of magnetic dipole moments on the
oxygen atoms with a maximum magnitude of ∼0.1µB
[3], apparently incompatible with the much lower limits
set by NMR and µSR. When we perform a DFT calcula-
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tion with the oxygen dipole moments constrained to this
value we generate an atomic-site magnetic quadrupole
on Cu that has a magnitude close to that generated by
our quasi-static mechanism. (Note, however, that, as
we stated previously, it is energetically costly to force
magnetic dipole moments onto the closed shell oxygen
atoms.) We propose, therefore, that the neutron mea-
surements are sensitive directly to the magnetoelectric
multipoles, and the apparent inconsistencies between the
various experimental methods are an artifact of an at-
tempt to map the magnetoelectric multipolar ordering
onto a dipolar picture.
A defining characteristic of the pseudo-gap phase is,
of course, the existence of a pseudo-gap. We searched
for this by monitoring the change in the density of states
on freezing in the A2u(46) pattern of atomic displace-
ments with progressively increasing amplitude, and in-
deed found a reduction in the density of states at the
Fermi level, N(EF ). This reduction will in turn reduce
the electronic specific heat and conductance, as observed
in experiment [53]. Since our order parameter is not a
conventional static Landau-type order parameter, how-
ever, there is no associated soft mode and we do not
expect a discontinuity in specific heat. Again this is com-
patible with experimental measurements.
Perhaps the most compelling evidence for the mecha-
nism proposed here is the recent observation using neu-
tron scattering of an Ising-like excitation at ∼40 meV
in Hg-1201 at the onset to the pseudo-gap phase [29].
We assign this Ising-like excitation to our coupled spin-
A2u(46) phonon mode responsible for the quadrupolar
order; our calculations of the doping-dependence of the
phonon frequencies indicate that the difference in energy
due to the higher doping level, δexp ≈ 0.11, used in the
experiment. Intriguingly, we also find a strong doping
dependence of the spin-phonon coupling, with the spin-
phonon coupling of the A2u(46) mode approaching zero
as doping is increased beyond the optimally doped range,
in the same manner as T ∗.
VIII. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
In summary, we have shown that a quasi-static or-
dering of magnetoelectric multipoles mediated by cou-
pling between paramagnetic spin moments on the Cu
ions and a polar lattice phonon, provides a candidate
order parameter for the pseudo-gap phase of the high-Tc
cuprates. This candidate mechanism is, to our knowl-
edge, consistent with all known experimental data. In ad-
dition, it captures the spirit of the earlier orbital-currents
model as well as the analysis of neutron scattering in
terms of magnetoelectric multipoles, while providing a
microscopic origin for the behavior. There remain many
open questions regarding this quasi-static magnetoelec-
tric quadrupolar ordering that require further experimen-
tal measurement and theoretical analysis:
The first is whether such a dynamically varying order-
ing that fluctuates with a net non-zero value constitutes
an order parameter, and in turn whether its onset should
be described as a phase transition. Clearly it does not
fit straightforwardly into the usual Landau description
of spontaneous symmetry breaking phase transitions. To
the extent that it is associated with a well-defined sym-
metry lowering, it has characteristics of a phase tran-
sition. In addition, it has features of a ferroic transi-
tion, with multiple equivalent ground states that can in
principle form domains. The absence of a soft mode or
divergence of the specific heat, however, are clearly un-
conventional.
Another obvious question is how to measure the pro-
posed effect. One possibility could be a direct mapping
of the associated internal quadrupolar magnetic field us-
ing µSR, or the associated field gradients using NMR
or NQR; in particular our initial calculations in this di-
rection suggest that these have a strong doping depen-
dence. Such a measurement could also distinguish quasi-
static multipoles from those generated by a purely or-
bital current mechanism, which, as we mentioned ear-
lier, carry also a magnetic dipole contribution. Perhaps
a more convincing distinction between the orbital-current
mechanism and quasi-static quadrupoles could be re-
vealed from studies of oxygen isotope effects, to which
our model should be rather sensitive and the orbital cur-
rents not. Measurement of the E1-E2 pre-edge transi-
tion with magneto-chiral diffraction would also provide
evidence for the quadrupolar order although not for its
origin. A successful experiment, however, would require
a single domain quadrupolar state. We expect that the
lengthscale of the domains should be set by the corre-
lation lengths of the phonon and spin fluctuations, al-
though simultaneous electric and magnetic fields should
in principle provide a conjugate field for achieving a sin-
gle domain state.
We make no statement at this stage as to whether the
quasi-static quadrupolar ordering competes with the su-
perconducting state or is a precursor to it. If the latter,
it could harmoniously resolve the ongoing dispute as to
whether the pairing mechanism is spin- or lattice-driven
since its existence requires a coupling of the two. A pos-
sible experiment to address this question would be op-
tical pumping of the associated A2u(46) phonon mode,
in a similar manner as used recently in Refs. 54 and 55
to study the origin of superconductivity in YBCO. The
46 meV frequency is in a particularly inconvenient range
in terms of experimental accessibility, however. In the
meantime, this intriguing hint of a time- and space- odd
order parameter suggests that perhaps the family of mul-
tiferroic and magnetoelectric compounds should receive
more attention as potential superconductors.
Finally, we note that the model Hamiltonian of
Eqn. (4) is not restricted to polar or zone-center modes,
and coupling to other modes, or to non-zone-center
phonons could give quasi-static ordering of other elusive
order parameters, such as charge ordering or stripes, that
are associated with exotic superconductivity.
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